Ford 8n air filter

These tractors all use an Oil Bath type air filter. This is one of the most neglected parts of any
tractor. It's a good bet that the complete assembly needs to be removed and thoroughly
cleaned. Not just the oil cup, but the entire filter housing. Some people will try and tell you the
filter housing is "self-cleaning" and the dirt falls back into the oil cup when you shut the engine
off. This is only partially correct. The Ford manual says to clean and replace the oil in the oil cup
every 10 hours. It also says to completely clean the entire filter housing at least every hours. If
you use your tractor all day 12 hours , every day that would mean servicing the oil cup almost
daily and giving the housing a thorough cleaning every 7 weeks. Most people don't use their
tractor that much, but even with minimal use, the air filter housing should be cleaned out at
least once a year. Obviously, you don't have to do it every time you service the oil cup, but the
only way to thoroughly clean the air filter assembly, is to undo the clips, remove the oil cup.
Above the oil cup is a retainer. Remove that and then there should be a couple of coiled metal
mesh filters up inside the filter body. You might need to make a tool a bent piece of wire from a
coat hanger works good to reach up inside the housing and pull out the wire screen material,
rat's nest, and whatever is up there. Thoroughly clean the inside of the filter housing and either
clean or replace the metal filter screen. If yours is really dirty, you may want to remove the
entire assembly from the tractor to make the job easier. To remove the housing, you will need to
loosten both band clamps at both ends of the air pipe and remove it. Then remove the two bolts
that hold the housing to the battery tray. You may also want to disassemble the intake parts at
the top. If the filter media is not too bad, you may be able to unroll it, soak it in solvent, and
finish cleaning it with air pressure. For really nasty ones, it is much easier to replace the filter
media. Any similar metal mesh will work but you can order the proper replacement material
from just8ns. No, I don't own stock or get kickbacks from Just8ns. This is simply the best
source of parts I have found. Re-rolling the filter screen can be a trial. If you are having trouble
getting the right donut shape, try rolling the material around something that is the correct size. I
have found that a tube of caulk works great. Check the gasket on the oil cup. Replace it if there
is any indication that it will not seal properly. If you removed the air filter housing from the
tractor, reinstall it, make sure the air tube is open and clean. Then fill the oil cup to the marked
level with new motor oil. Use the same grade of motor oil that you are using in the engine. You
may run into a problem with pin-holes in the oil cup. If the oil leaks out of your oil cup, you may
be able to weld, braze or seal those rust holes with something like JB Weld. If not, a new oil cup
is usually not too expensive. The 9N and 2N also have some sort of pre-filter on top of the air
filter assembly. Some have an aftermarket extention through the hood and the pre-filter is in the
cap on top. Those can usually be cleaned. On the 8N, don't forget to clean the air intake screen
behind the louvered opening in the hood. This can get clogged with leaves, dirt, or other trash.
You may be tempted to try and convert your engine to use a modern pleated paper element
instead of the oil bath air cleaner. Be very careful. Nearly all of the paper element type filters
that will fit in the available space, will be more restrictive than the original air cleaner. They will
trap less dirt and what they do trap makes them even more restrictive. The original oil bath air
cleaner will last indefinitely and usually require nothing more expensive than a little motor oil to
maintain it's efficiency. In my opinion, the only reason manufacturers switched to paper
elements was that the oil bath cleaners were messy to maintain and somebody could make
more money selling throw-away paper elements. They might even sell more new tractors if your
engine sucks up a little more dirt and wears out faster. For your tractor engine, the oil bath air
cleaner will trap more dirt and provide more horsepower than any other filter you are likely to be
able to mount on it. Optimized for Firefox. All Tradenames and Trademarks referred to on these
web pages are the property of their respective trademark holders. None of these trademark
holders are affiliated with this web site, nor is this site sponsored or endorsed by them in any
way. All email addresses for this web site are set to agressively block ALL unsolicited
advertising, sales pitches, nuisance web service offers, and other spam messages. I do not, and
will not respond to the few that manage to make it thru the filters. If you have any questions, or
problems with this site, please send me a message:. Once the filter body and screen are clean,
reinstall the screen and the retainer. Paper Filters You may be tempted to try and convert your
engine to use a modern pleated paper element instead of the oil bath air cleaner. Optimized for
Firefox All Tradenames and Trademarks referred to on these web pages are the property of their
respective trademark holders. An air breather, or better known as an air cleaner, is a device
usually mounted to the top of an engine and is designed to provide clean, filtered air to the
vehicle's intake system. The air cleaners in most modern vehicles use a dry paper cartridge that
must be changed periodically. Oil bath air cleaners were used primarily on early trucks and
cars, but for the most part were phased out in the s. Today, oil bath air cleaners are used mainly
in large farm tractors where extremely dusty conditions may exist. The oil bath air cleaner
consists of a reservoir or cup that holds the oil. The reservoir is located at the bottom of the air

cleaner. The body of the air filter rests on the reservoir and is clamped or screwed down. The air
filter can be mounted and attached directly to the top of the carburetor, or it can be mounted
remotely and connected to the carburetor via hoses or tubing. Air coming into the oil bath air
cleaner's inlet is forced vertically down toward the oil reservoir. Once the air reaches the oil
reservoir at the bottom, it changes direction rapidly and is then forced back up to the engine's
intake system. It is the rapid change of direction in the air mass that cleans the air--while the air
has no problem making such an abrupt change in direction, the sluggish dirt particles carried in
it cannot change direction as quickly and end up being trapped in the oil reservoir.
Accumulation of dirt, condensation and water from driving through rainy conditions will cause
the oil level in the reservoir to rise. This necessitates regular servicing of the air cleaner to keep
your engine running efficiently. In normal driving conditions the service interval may be 2, to 3,
miles. But in extremely dusty conditions, an oil bath air cleaner may require servicing as
regularly as once a day. The air cleaner will need to be disassembled for servicing by removing
it from the engine. Dirt and sludge is normally cleaned out of the cup with a solvent such as
kerosene. To complete the servicing, the cup is replenished with fresh oil and then the air
cleaner is reassembled. Maintenance of an Oil Bath Air Cleaner Accumulation of dirt,
condensation and water from driving through rainy conditions will cause the oil level in the
reservoir to rise. Our curbside pickup is available while our retail store remains closed to walk
in business. Curbside orders must be placed online or by phone before you arrive. When
placing your order by phone you will be given a pick up time, if you order online please wait for
one of our customer service specialist to contact you when your order is ready for pickup.
Thank you for your understanding and patience. Exact of original. Quick Order Sign in. Shop By
Brand. What are you looking for? Find it. Shopping on behalf of. Shopping for. Learn how to
receive free delivery. Refinement Options. Ford Allis Chalmers 1. International 1. Massey
Ferguson 1. Massey Harris 1. All Steiner Exclusives 4. Chassis Parts Engine Parts 4. Cooling
Parts 2. By Price. Showing Products: 1 - 17 Total Products: In Stock. Air Cleaner Clamp â€¦CK
Gas Ford - Fits: [ Fits some of the following when using round air cleaner cup clamp: 4 cylinder,
2N, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 9N Gas ], [ , , , , , , , , Gasâ€¦ Product Number: FDS Out of Stock.
Related Products: Ford Air Cleaner. Product Number: FDS Related Products: Ford 8n Ford 8n
Grill 8n. Did you find this search useful? Yes No. Here we are going to look at tractor oil bath air
filters. The general principal of an oil bath air cleaner is that incoming air is sucked downwards
through the system towards a bowl containing a reservoir of oil. Figure 1 shows how the airflow
has to make an abrupt change in direction from travelling downwards towards the oil pool
before then heading back upwards to the filter outlet. The air changes direction easily, however
any dirt carried in the air is unable to make the turn due to its inertia so it continues straight on
into the oil where it is trapped. This system is considered satisfactory for engines which are
generally working in clean air environments such as cars Tractor engines work in dusty
conditions and so the majority of manufacturers have progressed this principle to make it even
more efficient at capturing the last remaining particles of dirt. The bottom of the air inlet pipe is
submursed below the oil level so that the air must pass through the oil Figure 2. At this stage
the larger particles are captured by a combination of the inertia principle as detailed above and
by centrifugal force created within the oil reservoir. As the air heads back upwards under
suction through the filter it now must pass through a packing material fibre, mesh, foam or
metal shavings. The air carries with it some oil up into the packing material where smaller dust
particles become trapped and the cleaned air continues upwards and out of the air cleaner. The
process of the air carrying oil with it up into the packing material has the effect of washing the
dirt particles back down into the reservoir. Oil bath air cleaners have been largely replaced by
dry paper filters in most modern tractors, as the oil makes servicing both messy and
inconvenient due to the frequency of cleaning required. Oil bath filters are, however, very
efficient at capturing dirt and can sequest a large amount of dirt relative to their size, without
loss of efficiency. They are probably more efficient at providing clean air to your engine than
modern paper filters. Dirty oil will not be able to wash the particles down from the packing
material. The reservoir should be cleaned and filled with new oil each day or twice daily in dusty
conditions. Be sure to remove all the sludge from the bottom of the reservoir. Use the correct
grade weight of oil. If the oil is too heavy it will not be carried up by the air onto the packing
material. Conversely, if the oil is either too light or the reservoir is too full then oil can be carried
through the packing material and towards the engine. In petrol fuelled models this can enrich
the fuel mixture in the carburettor and not only increase exhaust emissions of unburned
hydrocarbons but also increase fuel consumption. Inspect the inside of the clean pipe for any
traces of oil. If you cannot find the specification for the oil then as a general rule your system
will usually be designed to use the same type of oil as the lubricating oil in the engine. Hoses
must be in good condition as the filter on your tractor will be engineered for the air volume and

velocity created by your engine; cracked hoses will create differences in operating pressures.
March 25th, at am The design of the air filter is slightly different for the petrol engine compared
with the diesel engine. However, the principal is the same and they both just rely on the use of
the wire mesh and the oil. MF recommend that the air cleaner should be cleaned every 8 hours
or even twice a day in dusty contitions â€” it will also help if the tractor has the air intake
protruding above the bonet. I do not know many people who clean their air filter every 8 hours,
but doing so will prolong the life of the engine. The oil should be changed, using the same
grade as the engine oil. Hopefully your wire mesh should be in sound condition. If so, you can
clean the entire unit occasionally using paraffin. Afterwards, the element should be thoroughly
dried out with an air jet. The petrol engines tend to be fitted with one wire mesh which is in the
main body of the filter. The diesel engines tend to be fitted with one wire mesh in the main body
of the filter and another detachable one in the lower removable bowl part of the filter, just above
the oil reservoir. No parts are available in the US or Canada. I am trying to remove the gauze
from a ted20 air cleaner without success. It looks as if the centre tube should slide down out of
the body of the cleaner, giving access to the gauze. Does any one have experience of removing
the gauze? I have a ferguson 30 that is leaking oil from the air cleaner bowl. Why would it do
this and how can I fix it? I found the top part of an oil bath air cleaner in a junk yard, but am
missing the bottom cup. The diameter of the top part is about Does anyone know the rest of the
dimensions for the cup â€” for example the depth of the cup and the dimensions of the inner
cup? I may try to improvise, but I need the dimensions. Or does anyone have any suggestions
as to where to find one? If you ever doubt the effectiveness of an oil bath, plumb one in before a
paper filter air cleaner. I did and the paper filter was clean and white for over 4 years. What was
the answer to your question about which compartments to fill? I have the same question on my
MF Can anybody provide some authentic data for the following:- â€” Whether Dry Air cleaner is
recommended for Turbo charge Diesel Engine? I found this page while looking for info on oil
bath filter setups,i had watched an tv show where they stated that the only cars that stayed
running after a volcano erupted in the pacific NW were vehicles with oil bath filters,the rest
siezed up and needed new engines. Ron Sa,so i guess knothing works? I have a or series Ford
gasoline tractor not really sure of the exact model. Any ideas how to clean the oil bath filter and
the weight oil I should use. Can anyone help me about that? Many thanks, Fran from France. Oil
bath air cleaners are about as effective as seining minnows using hog wire fence. How do I
explain this without 10 pages of technical formulas and explaniations why fine dust cannot
travel rapidly from the center of an air bubble to the spherical surface of an air bubble even
under several Gs of inertia force? So what does the wire mesh accompolish? Very little. If the
length of wire mesh was say 20 feet instead of a few inches, a lot of the dust would get trapped.
Inside the engine, most of the dust in the air exits thru the exhaust but some of the dust
contacts the oil on the cylinder wall. This dust acts like a lapping compound that wears out the
sleeve and rings. It eventually shows up as crud inside the engine or as the black color of the
oil. Can anyone tell me the correct level off the oil in the air cleaner on the MF35? Also when
you remove the resevoir there are two compartments should these both have oil in them? I have
just been looking at my oil bath air filter fitted to a MF35 diesel tractor. I should have been
changing the oil and cleaning the filter reguarly but was ignorant of the need, which has caused
starting to be very difficult as the engine needs a squirt of either and the blocked filter is not
allowing it to get through to the inlest manifold. Also it is being starved of air because of the
lack of air flow through the filter. My type of filter does not allow the removal of the wire mesh
element out of the housing, the whole thing needs to be removed and washed with parafin or
petrol and the bottom oil bath needs to be spotless clean before topping with clean oil. Now I
shall clean it out and replace the oil regularly. Previous Next. Click here to see what we've got!
Get access to our tractor maintenance series Get the best tutorials, tips and news, designed to
enhance your skills. Perfect to keep your tractor running smoothly. We publish about one article
a week. Unsubscribe at any time. About the Author: Vintage Tractor Engineer. Larry December
15, at am. Joe June 20, at pm. Charlie April 14, at pm. Murray November 14, at pm. Hi Dave, What
was the answer to your question about which compartments to fill? Ron Wouters April 18, at
pm. John April 13, at am. Fran January 28, at pm. Ron Sa January 4, at pm. Dave December 30,
at pm. Nic Hoffman March 7, at pm. MF35 Perkins 3A. Get the best tips, techniques and
information. It's FREE! Links Terms and conditions. This site uses cookies: Find out more.
Okay, thanks. Fits Ford , , , and tractors. Fits Ford , , , , and tractors. Fits Ford , , , , , , , , , , and
Ford tractors. This Ford tractor engine oil filter features an outer diameter of 97 mm, a height of
78 mm and M20 x 1. This Ford tractor oil filter fits Ford , , , , and tractors with 2 quart cartridge
filter. Replaces APNB. This cartridge type Ford engine oil filter with gasket fits NAA, Jubilee, , , ,
, , , , , and and earlier tractors. Replaces CPNB. This Ford tractor spin-on type engine oil filter
fits NAA, Jubilee, , , , , , , , , and later , , , , , , , , , , , , , and tractors. This Ford 2-quart spin-on type

engine oil filter fits , , , , and , Ind. Replaces D5NNA , Fits Fordson Major, and Power Major
tractors. Replaces EPNA. This Ford tractor replacement filter can be used with the Ford oil filter
conversion kit. This Ford tractor restoration decal kit includes: proofmeter, oil filter, draft
control, PTO, air cleaner Info: Spin-on Oil Filter Base. For spin-on type. Fits , , , su, , , , su, , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,, ,, , , , and Replaces E8NNAA. Spin-on type. Cartridge type. Fits , , , su, ,
, , , , , , , This grille shell for oil bath air filter fits and Cartridge type for tractors which have not
been converted to spin-on type filter. To 1 QT. You can search for a specific tractor part to save
time browsing for other parts, or view all of our parts on our Ford tractor parts page. If you are
looking for used tractor parts you can request information on this from our used tractor parts
page. Tractor Front End Loaders. Rear View Backup Camera. How much is your farm tractor
worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through today, with complete specifications
and serial numbers. Store Home Page. Search Page. View Cart. Dealer Code Password. Filter
Sort. Narrow Your Results. Amps 12V. Amps Range. Arm Rest. Adjustable 3 No 12 Yes 4.
Assembled in USA. Assembled Assembled in USA 2. Back Foam. Beam Style. Body Size.
Captive Disc Spec. Casting Number. Clutch Diameter. Clutch Type. Springs 2 11" Dual Stage; 10
Spl. Hub 2 11" Single Stage; 25 Spl. Traction Disc 1 12" Dual Stage; 10 Spl. Traction Disc 2 12"
Dual Stage; 21 Spl. Hub 2 12" Single Stage; 25 Spl. Clutch 4 Torsion Damper 1. Coil Position.
Cold Crack Rating. Compressor Type. Condenser Type. Cylinder Count. Cylinder Diameter.
Cylinder Head. Diode Manufacturer. Disc Center. Solid 44 Spring Disc Type. Drier Type. Engine
CID. Engine Notes. Indirect Injection;. Engine Type. Filter Type. Fitting End. Flat; 6 bolt holes; 1
dowel hole 1. Flow Rate. Flywheel Disc Spec. Flywheel Step. Fuel Type. Diesel Hose End. Hose
Type. Pressure 2. Hub Size. No 20 Yes 8. ID Range. Impeller Info. Included Cans of Adhesive.
Inlet Fitting. Connector Leads Installed. Minor Modifications Required. Lens Material. Polycarb
trailer wiring harness diagrams
ford 40 intake manifold
2009 honda accord interior parts
onate 8. Lumen Range. Main Journal Dimensions. Manufacturer Number. Max Pressure PSI.
Moisture Indicator. Side 1. Mount Type. Mounting Holes. New Reman Newton Force. Closed 1
Open 1. Notches or Holes. OEM Brand. Oil Type. PAG Oil Operator Presence Switch. No 14 Yes
2. Outlet Fitting. Overall Length. PPA Levers. PPA Springs. Pilot Dia. Negative 15 Negative or
Positive 1. Power kW. Pressure Range. Pressure Relief. HPRV 1. Pulley Info. No 8 Yes
Aftermarket Genuine 29 Remanufactured 2. Raw Lumens. RA Regulator Clock. Regulator
Location. External 3 Internal Ring Thickness. Rod Journal Dimensions. Seat Belt. No 12 Yes 4.
Seat Foam. Service Valve. Side 5 Top 2. Shaft Diameter. Rectangular 2 Round 6. Sight Glass.
Side 2 Top Slide Rails. No 2 Yes Socket End Type. Sold As. Case of 12 18 Case of 4 1 Case of 6
3 Each Pkg. Spline Count. Starter Type. Stroke Length. Air 3 Mechanical 9 No 1. Switch Type.
High 1 Low 1 Rotary 5. Thread Size. Tooth Count. Valve Type. Waterproof Rating. IP67 8. Sort
By:.

